INTRODUCTION
STATISTICAL INFERENCE on a multidimensional random variable commonly focuses on functionals of its distribution that are either purely parametric or purely nonparametric. A reasonable parametric model affords precise inferences, a badly misspecified one, possibly seriously misleading ones, while nonparametric modeling is associated both with greater robustness and lesser precision. An intermediate strategy employs a semiparametric form, such as the regression function (1.1) t ratios, though it searches only over linear models. Specification tests are available, but failure to reject correct specification does not necessarily inspire confidence in the null hypothesis, and rejection necessitates continuing the model search.
Consistency for ,8 in the presence of unknown 9 is possible, however. Perhaps the most obvious source is nonparametric estimation of e(x, z) = E(YIX = x, Z = z) at a point (x, z). Let e(x, z) be (say) a Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator of e(x, z) with differentiable kernel (see, e.g., Prakasa Rao (1983, pp. 33-37, 180-200, 239-247, and Section 2 below)); when X and Z do not overlap, e=(x/dx)e(x, z) estimates /3 consistently under quite general conditions; see, e.g., Schuster and Yakowitz (1979) . Unfortunately e and ex are not N' 2-consistent, because the asymptotically correct centering at ,B is due to a "bandwidth" parameter approaching 0, with the effect that, asymptotically, only a vanishingly small proportion of the data, "near" (x, z), is used. Indeed, the greater p + q, the further we fall short of N1/2-consistency, and ex converges even slower than e; Stone (1982) discusses optimal rates of convergence in nonparametric regression and its derivatives. Estimators that are consistent but not N1/2-consistent generate inferences which, though asymptotically valid, have zero efficiency relative to ones based on NI/2-consistent estimators, and while the latter comparison presents an exaggeratedly pessimistic impression of the finite-sample reality, it is debatable whether nonparametric estimators should necessarily be preferred to the "N1/2-inconsistent" ones based on incorrectly parameterizing 9. Averaging ex over n ( where xi, zi might be either the observed X's and Z's or a sequence of representative design points, and the wi are probability weights, e.g., w, N-.
(It seems /3* is N'/2-consistent for /3 under suitable conditions, and thus competitive with the estimator /3 developed below. One might establish /3*'s limiting distribution and compare its efficiency with Af's.)
Other modifications of nonparametric regression should be mentioned. Elbadawi et al. (1983) and Gallant (1985) approximate their models by infinite series, the early terms representing the parametric part (our /'X), the remaining ones (a trigonometric expansion) representing the nonparametric part (our 9).
The hope is that few of the latter terms will be required, and that /3 will be estimated with good precision. However, / is not really on a different footing from the coefficients of the trigonometric expansion, and consistency relies on the number of terms in the series, hence the number of parameters, going slowly to infinity with N. While the estimators of Elbadawi et al. (1983) and Gallant (1985) might well be better in finite samples than pure nonparametric ones, they converge slower than N1/2 unless the true regression is approximated at a fast enough rate as N -co. (Actually, identification of /3 requires strong restrictions on 9; see Section 4 below.) Stone's (1982 Stone's ( , 1985 results imply that nonparametric estimators exploiting the additive structure of (1.1) can achieve faster rates of convergence than pure nonparametric regression on X and Z, but his estimators do not exploit the partial parameterization of (1.1), and fall short of Nl/'2-consistency. Projection pursuit regression (Friedman and Stuetzle (1981) ) entails some structural restriction of 6, and it is not clear whether it can produce N 1/2-consistency.
In most of the earlier work relating to (1.1) that was referenced above, N1/2-consistency of estimation of P is not established, indeed the emphasis is sometimes as much if not more on estimating 0. The exceptions are N. Heckman (1986) and Rice (1986), who assume Z is a scalar nonstochastic design variable on the unit interval, the "observations" on which get dense as N--x, and Schick (1986), who assumes Z is a scalar uniform random variable. Our setting of stochastic multi-dimensional Z, of quite general distributional form, is more suited to econometric applications. Like N. Heckman and Schick we establish not only N1/2-consistency but asymptotic normality of our estimator (which differs from theirs and Rice's), and also we give a consistent estimator of the covariance matrix in the limiting distribution, providing the usual basis for large-sample interval estimation and hypothesis testing. The only information on finite-sample properties we present is the outcome of some Monte Carlo simulations.
We compare and contrast our problem and results with ones in the "adaptive estimation" literature. Authors such as Bickel (1982) and Manski (1984) presented asymptotically efficient estimators of linear and nonlinear regression estimators in the presence of residuals of unknown distributional form, while Carroll (1982) , Robinson (1985) presented regression estimators that achieve the asymptotic Gauss-Markov bound in the presence of residuals suffering from heteroskedasticity of unknown form. Like these authors, we insert nonparametric shape estimators of the nonparametric component in a standard "parametric" estimator. Unlike them, we are unable to claim efficiency of our semiparametric estimator, since the "orthogonality" between the parametric and nonparametric components of their models (see Begun et al. (1983) ) is in general lacking in ours, and we merely isolate some parametric 6 for which our approach happens to be as efficient as one which uses information on O's form.
ESTIMATOR OF A
The model (1.1) implies that Y-E(YIZ) = ,'(X-E(XIZ)) + U, where E(UIX, Z) = 0 a.s., suggesting that estimators of the regression functions E(XIZ), E(Y Z) be inserted prior to application of a standard rule, such as no-intercept OLS. While a variety of nonparametric regression estimators is available (two leviews are Prakasa Rao (1983, pp. 239-256), Collomb, (1985) ), the technical difficulties described in Section 3 below are conveniently overcome by a subset of the Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimators. and define, with 11 1, fi= l, Xi = Xi/fi, Yi = Y,/fi. Under conditions set out in Section 3, fi "estimates" f(Zi), the probability density function (pdf) of Z with random argument Zi, while Xi and Yi "estimate" E(XiIZ1) and E(YiI Zr). As in some other applications of kemel regression estimators, Xi and Yi cause technical difficulty owing to the random denominator fi, which can be small; we " trim" out small fi as do, e.g., Bickel ( Stone (1982) ) the upper bound on a's rate of decay as N -* xo strengthens as the dimensionality q of Z increases, so much so that unless q is suitably small, N1/2-consistency requires special measures to ensure an a-sequence satisfying the competing restrictions even exists.
We adopt the "higher-order" kernel approach to bias-reduction proposed by Bartlett (1963) for nonparametric probability and spectral density estimators, since developed by many authors and featured prominently in the kernel literature: a sufficiently smooth function behaves locally like a polynomial of sufficiently high order, and if this property is exploited by a kernel with enough zero "moments," the bias decreases sufficiently rapidly with a. The classes X, confer increasingly small bias on nonparametric kernel estimators as 1 increases, but also increasingly large asymptotic variance, the latter varying directly with Jk(u)2 du. However, the asymptotic distribution in the Theorem below is independent of k, detecting no advantage or disadvantage in a X, when 1 is chosen arbitrarily greater than required. Nevertheless, in finite samples A may inherit variance properties of the kernel estimators from which it is formed, as might be revealed by a closer approximation to the distribution of A. Thus, while increasing 1 cannot shrink, and may well widen, the band of a-sequences satisfying our Theorem, we caution against too generous a choice of 1. It is interesting that whereas the classes Y, play useful roles of bias-reduction and of widening the spectrum of admissible bandwidths in nonparametric estimation, they are decisive in our problem, which requires dealing with a greater (N1/2) norming than in the central limit theorem for q-variate nonparametric estimators ((Naq)l/2). A related bias-reduction device is the "generalized jacknife" method suggested by Schucany and Sommers (1977) for kernel density estimators, later developed by other authors, which would require q + 1 bandwidth numbers to be selected, instead of our single a. In fact, Schucany and Sommers' approach is used in a different semiparametric estimation problem from ours by Powell et al. (1986) , who extend Stoker's (1986) work on the model E(Yj X) = F(,B'X) where F is unknown, and there are no functional relationships between components of X. Stoker independently rediscovered a result used previously by Beran (1977) and Cox (1985) in other semiparametric and nonparametric problems, that h(X) and X's score function have covariance E((a/dX)h(X)), to suggest a simple estimator of j8 up to undetermined scale that depends on finite parameterization of X's score function. In a spirit similar to (1.2), Powell et al. relax the latter requirement by using nonparametric kernel estimation of the derivative of X's density, solving a bias problem analogous to ours via an extension of Schucany and Sommers' approach.
The potential of the X, classes to produce N1/2-consistency, or to widen the band of admissible a-sequences, will not be realized unless the functions 0, (, and f are collectively sufficiently smooth, and all else being equal it seems reasonable to suppose that the smoother they are, the better A will be. Let 1 I denote Eucidean norm. The proof of this theorem is presented in the form of Appendices. Notice that (ix) and (x) are to be satisfied simultaneously, for X, ,u, v, 1, m, n satisfying the stated inequalities, so that, for example, when k E Y2 only, the lower bounds on a's rate of decay are no better than Na 8b -4 __ 0, a 2b-2 -0, no matter the degree of smoothness prevailing. While (ix) prevents b from converging to 0 too fast, there is nothing to stop it converging arbitrarily slowly. A necessary condition for reconciling the components of (ix) is 
SIMULATIONS
Finite-sample theory for semiparametric estimators such as /3 is not on the horizon, even under much more precise distributional assumptions than ours; indeed little is known about the finite-sample distribution of the nonparametric regression estimators of which /3 is composed. To gain some idea of finite-sample performance and the influence of such factors as dimensionality of Z and order of kernel, a small simulation study was conducted, in double precision FORTRAN on the University of London's Amdahl computer. Such vast variation of design is possible that the results are in no sense representative, and we would only wish to add that ,B is invariant to location shifts in X, Y and Z, while ,B -,B (on which all the summary statistics we report depend) is invariant to ,B. Four different models with varying q (= 1,5,10) and 0 (and satisfying the regularity conditions of the Theorem) were selected, and three sample sizes, N = 25, 50, and 200. Because computing time varies greatly with N and q, as indicated above, the numbers of replications were on a sliding scale, from 100,000 when q =1 or 5 and N= 25, to a mere 1000 when q= 5 or 10 and N = 200. We obtained a and b by inspecting the results for various values used on training samples, the only constraint that was initially imposed being that a and b be monotonic over N and q in a fashion that roughly reflects condition (ix) of the Theorem. There was no serious attempt at optimal choice but we avoided values which entailed extreme bias or variability, and used the same values for model (4.1) and model (6.1) below. We report results only for three different kernels, selected in order to gauge the implications of kernel order. Kernels 1-3 are in 2, 4, and Y6 respectively, and given by (3.4) with 1 = 2,4,6, respectively, and 4'(u) = (27T)-1/2exp(_-u2). Most of the calculations were also repeated for the three corresponding kernels formed from 4 (u) = I(IuI < 1); these are quicker to compute, but having compact support, unless N and/or a are large enough relative to q it does happen on occasion that Xi Xi, when the estimator breaks down.
In (4.1) we took X and Z to be scalar random variables from a bivariate normal population with zero means, variances 4 and 3, and covariance 2; U to be Table IV , though bias does improve materially with increase in N and, more interestingly, with kernel order. The role played by the higher-order kernels in the asymptotic theory does therefore seem to have implications for finite-sample practice. However, they do produce larger variances, as surmised in Section 3, though even for kernel 1 the Vefficiencies are anything from half (when q = 5) to less than a quarter (when q = 10) of that predicted by asymptotic theory. These figures are only slightly influenced by ,'s variances being mostly a bit lower than the asymptotic ones. Evidently the nonparametric kernel estimates are so bad for these sample sizes and high-dimensional Z's as to seriously inflate 3's variability.
EXTENSIONS
We indicate some extensions of our semiparametric model and estimator that are of possible econometric interest, without giving full details or regularity conditions (which have not been worked out), but noting limitations as well as positive features. 
APPENDIX B: TECHNICAL LEMMAS
Lemmas 1-3 below are unoriginal, merely versions of results used time after time in the immense kernel estimation literature, but they are presented for ease of reference, while their short proofs will aid the reader unfamiliar with kernel manipulations. Although Lemmas 4 and 5's proofs use techniques familiar in the kernel literature, previous results on effects of higher-order kernels of which we are aware concern bias of estimation at a fixed, rather than random, point, and we were unable to find the results we need. It is inconceivable that Lemma 6 is new, but we failed to locate a reference. 
